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QUANTUM TOMOGRAPHY, PHASE SPACE OBSERVABLES, AND
GENERALIZED MARKOV KERNELS
JUHA-PEKKA PELLONPA¨A¨
Abstract. We construct a generalized Markov kernel which transforms the observable asso-
ciated with the homodyne tomography into a covariant phase space observable with a regular
kernel state. Illustrative examples are given in the cases of a ’Schro¨dinger cat’ kernel state and
the Cahill-Glauber s-parametrized distributions. Also we consider an example of a kernel state
when the generalized Markov kernel cannot be constructed.
PACS numbers: 03.65.–w, 03.67.–a, 42.50.–p
1. Introduction
Quantum homodyne tomography and 8-port homodyne detection are important tools in
quantum optics for reconstruction of a quantum state of light (see, [14] and references therein).
In both measurements, there are associated observables, normalized positive operator measures
(POMs), which give the measurement outcome statistics of the input state. In the 8-port
(or double) detection, the corresponding observable is a covariant phase space observable EK
generated by a kernel state K (see, e.g. [10]). Recently, Albini et al. [2] found a POM Eht
associated with the quantum homodyne tomography (see also [11]).
The aim of this paper is to find a connection between the two POMs Eht and EK when K is
regular enough. We will show that EK is connected to Eht via a generalized Markov kernel. A
drawback is that the generalized Markov kernel is not a positive function, so that, it cannot be
interpreted as a transition probability from Eht to EK . However, EK is a postprocessing of Eht
and thus subordinate to the tomographic measurement Eht.
This work is a direct continuation of our earlier work [13] where we considered only the
Husimi Q-function case K = |0〉〈0|. We also showed that there is no hope to represent Eht as
a postprocessing of E|0〉〈0| at least by using generalized Markov kernels.
The structure of this article is the following: In section 2, we introduce the basic notations,
definitions and some well-known results. We also recall the structures of the POMs Eht and EK
associated with the tomographic and 8-port homodyne measurements. We will use the Radon
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and Hilbert transformations which are probably familiar to readers so that their properties
needed in this article are collected in the Appendix.
Section 3 contains the main results of this paper and some illustrative examples. First we
note that the tomographic data is somehow ’sharper’ than the 8-port data for the given input
state T . Then we construct the generalized Markov kernels for POMs EK (with suitable kernel
states K) and then expand them to Hermite and Maclaurin series. Both series are used in
the examples. The first example shows the structure of the kernel associated to the phase
space observable generated by a ’Schro¨dinger cat’ state. In the second example, kernels are
constructed for Cahill-Glauber s-parametrized distributions (or more precisely, for operator
measures associated to them). We will see that although the Husimi Q-distribution has a very
simple kernel, the Wigner function has no kernel at all. Finally, we see that there does not
necessarily exist a generalized Markov kernel for an arbitrary kernel state K.
2. Notations and definitions
For any measure space (Ω, µ), where µ is a positive measure on Ω, we let L1(Ω) (resp.
L2(Ω)) denote the space of equivalence classes of integrable (resp. square integrable) functions
Ω→ C. In the case of the Hilbert space L2(Ω), we let 〈 · | · 〉L2(Ω) denote its innerproduct which
is assumed to be linear with respect to the second argument. When Ω = Rn, n = 1, 2, the
measure µ is always the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. We let S(Rn) be the Schwartz space
of rapidly decreasing smooth complex functions on Rn. We identify S(Rn) with a subset of
L1(Rn) ∩ L2(Rn).
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with an innerproduct 〈 · | · 〉 and an orthonormal (number)
basis {|n〉 |n ∈ N} where N := {0, 1, 2, ...}. Let L(H) (resp. T (H)) be the set of bounded
operators (resp. trace-class operators) on H. The set of states (density matrices), that is, the
positive operators T ∈ T (H) of trace 1, is denoted by T (H)+1 . For any B ∈ L(H), we denote
Bmn := 〈m|B|n〉, m, n ∈ N, so that B =
∑∞
m,n=0 Bmn|m〉〈n| where the double series converges
with respect to the weak operator topology.
Define the lowering, raising, and number operators
A :=
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ 1|n〉〈n+ 1|, A∗ :=
∞∑
n=0
√
n+ 1|n+ 1〉〈n|, N := A∗A =
∞∑
n=0
n|n〉〈n|,
respectively. Physically the Hilbert space H and the above operators are associated to a single-
mode optical field. We will, without explicit indication, use the coordinate representation, in
which H is represented as L2(R) via the unitary map |n〉 7→ hn, where hn ∈ S(R) is the nth
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Hermite function,
hn(x) :=
1√
2nn!
√
pi
Hn(x)e
− 1
2
x2 =
(−1)n√
2nn!
√
pi
e
1
2
x2 d
ne−x
2
dxn
and Hn is the nth Hermite polynomial.
1 Recall that it is customary to denote (formally)
ψ(x) = 〈x|ψ〉 and ∫R |x〉〈x|dx = I (the identity operator), that is, 〈ψ|ϕ〉 = ∫R〈ψ|x〉〈x|ϕ〉dx =∫
R ψ(x)ϕ(x)dx for all ψ, ϕ ∈ H ∼= L2(R).
Define2 the position operatorQ := 1√
2
(A∗ + A) and the momentum operator P := i√
2
(A∗ − A),
which, in the coordinate representation are the usual multiplication and differentiation opera-
tors, respectively: (Qψ)(x) = xψ(x) and (Pψ)(x) = −idψ
dx
(x). For any θ ∈ [0, 2pi),
Qθ := (cos θ)Q+ (sin θ)P
is the (self-adjoint) rotated quadrature operator and Qθ : B(R)→ L(H) is the spectral measure
of Qθ; we denote the Borel σ-algebra of any topological space Ω by B(Ω). It is easy to see that
Qθ(R) = e
iθNQ0(R)e
−iθN for all R ∈ B(R) and θ ∈ R.
Define the Weyl operator (or the displacement operator of the complex plane)3 D(z) =
ezA
∗−zA for which
D(z)∗ = D(z)−1 = D(−z) and eiθND(z)e−iθN = D(zeiθ)
where z ∈ C and θ ∈ R. In addition, for all z1, z2 ∈ C,
(2.1) D(z1 + z2) = e
−i Im(z1z2)D(z1)D(z2).
Let q, p ∈ R and z = (q + ip)/√2. Then
D(q, p) := D(z) = eipQ−iqP = e−iqp/2eipQe−iqP = eiqp/2e−iqP eipQ,
that is, for all ψ ∈ H ∼= L2(R), (eipQψ)(x) = eipxψ(x), (eiqPψ)(x) = ψ(x+ q), and(
D(q, p)ψ
)
(x) = e−iqp/2eipxψ(x− q).
Using the polar coordinate parametrization z = ρeiθ, ρ = |z| =
√
1
2
(q2 + p2), θ = arg z =
arctan(p/q), that is, q =
√
2ρ cos θ, p =
√
2ρ sin θ, one gets
(2.2) ei
√
2ρQθ = ei(
√
2ρ cos θ)Q+i(
√
2ρ sin θ)P = eiqQ+ipP = D(−p, q).
1Hermite polynomials are given by the recursion relation H0(x) = 1, H1(x) = 2x, and Hn+1(x) = 2xHn(x)−
2nHn−1(x), or by the Rodrigue’s formula Hn(x) = (−1)nex2dne−x2/dxn.
2B means the closure of a linear operator B and z is a complex conjugate of z ∈ C.
3Recall that Weyl operators are associated to a unitary representation of the Heisenberg group H, or to a
projective representation of C ∼= R2.
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Moreover, the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure is
d2z = ρdρdθ =
1
2
dρ2dθ =
1
2
dqdp.
2.1. Covariant phase space observables and Wigner functions. Let K be a trace-class
operator on H. Define an operator measure EK : B(C)→ L(H) as follows: for all Z ∈ B(C),
EK(Z) :=
1
pi
∫
Z
D(z)KD(z)∗d2z =
1
2pi
∫
Z
D(q, p)KD(q, p)∗dqdp.
Since EK(C) = (trK)I we see that EK is normalized if and only if trK = 1. Moreover, EK
is positive if and only if K is a positive operator. If K ∈ T (H)+1 we say that the normalized
positive operator measure (POM) EK is a covariant phase space observable generated by the
kernel K. In principle, any covariant phase space observable can be measured by using double
homodyne detection (see, e.g. [10] and references therein).
The parity operator is
Π := R(pi) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n|n〉〈n| = Π+ − Π−
where Π+ :=
∑∞
k=0 |2k〉〈2k| and Π− :=
∑∞
k=0 |2k + 1〉〈2k + 1| are projections onto the closed
subspaces H+ := Π+H and H− := Π−H (i.e., H = H+ ⊕H−). Elements of H+ (resp. H−) are
even (resp. odd) functions. For any ψ ∈ H ∼= L2(R) we can write
(Π±ψ)(x) =
1
2
[
ψ(x)± ψ(−x)]
so that (Πψ)(x) = ψ(−x) or, formally, Π = ∫R |x〉〈−x|dx.
The Wigner function W T : C→ C of a trace-class operator T is
(2.3)
W T (z′) ≡ W T (q′, p′) := 1
pi
tr [TD(z′)ΠD(z′)∗] =
1
pi
tr [TD(2z′)Π]
=
1
4pi2
∫
R2
tr [TD(−p, q)]e−iq′q−ip′pdqdp = 1
4pi2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ ∞
0
tr [Tei
√
2ρQθ ]e−i
√
2ρ(q′ cos θ+p′ sin θ)dρ2dθ
where z′ = (q′ + ip′)/
√
2 ∈ C (see, equation (2.2)). Thus, the probability measures R 7→
tr [TQθ(R)], θ ∈ [0, 2pi), fully determine the Wigner function W T of any T ∈ T (H)+1 . If W T is
integrable4 then ∫
R2
W T (q, p)dqdp = 2
∫
C
W T (z)d2z = tr [T ].
4This need not hold even for all pure states T = |η〉〈η| (see example 3).
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Recall that the Wigner function is always square integrable and
(2.4) tr[TK] = 2pi
∫
R2
W T (q, p)WK(q, p)dqdp = 4pi
∫
C
W T (z)WK(z)d2z.
In addition,
W T (q, p) =
1
pi
∫
R
T˜ (q − x, q + x)e2ipxdx
where (x, y) 7→ T˜ (x, y) is the integral kernel5 of a trace-class operator T considered as an
integral operator on L2(R); usually one denotes formally T˜ (x, y) ≡ 〈x|T |y〉. For future use, we
define a linear space
T S(H) := {T ∈ T (H) | T˜ ∈ S(R2)}.
Note that, the mapping T S(H) 3 T 7→ W T ∈ S(R2) is bijective (see, e.g. prop. 4 of [2]).
For any K and T ∈ T (H) we get
tr [TEK(Z)] =
1
pi
∫
Z
tr [TD(z1)KD(z1)
∗]d2z1 =
1
pi
∫
Z
pTK(z1)d
2z1
where, by equations (2.4) and (2.1), the density
pTK(z1) := tr [TD(z1)KD(z1)
∗] = 4pi
∫
C
W TD(z1)(z2)W
KD(z1)∗(z2)d
2z2
= 4pi
∫
C
W T (z1/2 + z2)W
K(−z1/2 + z2)d2z2 = 4pi
∫
C
W T (z)WK(z − z1)d2z
and pTK(z1) = p
K
T (−z1). Note that pTK is a well-defined continuous function even if K is only a
bounded operator. Thus, from equation (2.3), one has
W T =
1
2pi
pT2Π.
2.2. The POM associated to homodyne tomography. Let Ω := [0, pi)×R so that Ω gives
a parametrization for the projective space P2 (see, Appendix). Define the normalized positive
operator measure (POM) E˜ht : B(Ω)→ L(H) associated to homodyne tomography [2] as
E˜ht(Θ×R) := 1
pi
∫
Θ
Qθ(R)dθ =
1
pi
∫
Θ
eiθNQ0(R)e
−iθNdθ, Θ ∈ B([0, pi)), R ∈ B(R).
Obviously, one can define similarly a POM associated to the double covering S1 × R of P2 as
Eht(Θ×R) := 1
2pi
∫
Θ
Qθ(R)dθ =
1
2
E˜ht
(
Θ ∩ [0, pi)×R)+ 1
2
E˜ht
([
(Θ ∩ [pi, 2pi))− pi]× (−R))
where now Θ ∈ B([0, 2pi)) and R ∈ B(R).
5That is, for all ψ ∈ L2(R), (Tψ)(x) = ∫R T˜ (x, y)ψ(y)dy for dx-almost all x ∈ R. More precisely, T˜ is an
equivalence class of functions which satisfy this condition.
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For any T ∈ T (H), let pTht(θ, r) be the density of the complex measure tr [TEht] with respect
to (2pi)−1dθdr [2]. For example, since
〈n|Eht(Θ×R)|m〉 = 1
2pi
∫
Θ
ei(n−m)θdθ
∫
R
hn(r)hm(r)dr,
it follows that
p
|m〉〈n|
ht (θ, r) = e
i(n−m)θhn(r)hm(r) = ei(n−m)θp
|m〉〈n|
ht (0, r).
The next proposition shows that, if T is regular enough, one can express pTht using the matrix
elements of T .
Proposition 1. For any T ∈ T S(H) we have:
(1) the double sequence (Tmn)m,n∈N is rapidly decreasing,6
(2) the integral kernel T˜ (x, y) =
∑∞
m,n=0 Tmnhm(x)hn(y) where the double series converges
absolutely for all x, y ∈ R,7
(3) pTht(0, r) =
∑∞
m,n=0 Tmnhn(r)hm(r) = T˜ (r, r) for (almost) all r ∈ R,
(4) the function r 7→ T˜ (r, r) belongs to S(R),
(5) e−iθNTeiθN ∈ T S(H) for all θ ∈ R,
(6) pTht(θ, r) = p
e−iθNTeiθN
ht (0, r) =
∑∞
m,n=0 Tmne
i(n−m)θhn(r)hm(r) for (almost) all θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
and r ∈ R,
(7) the Wigner function W T ∈ S(R2),
(8) the Radon transform (RW T )(θ, r) = pTht(θ, r) for (almost) all θ ∈ [0, 2pi) and r ∈ R.
Proof. (1) is a standard result, see e.g. [17, theorem V.13]. Item (2) follows from the facts that
sup{|hn(x)| ≥ 0 |n ∈ N, x ∈ R} < 1
(see, equation (22.14.17) of [1] in p. 787) and
∑∞
m,n=0 |Tmn| < ∞; moreover, for all ψ =∑∞
n=0 cnhn,
∑∞
n=0 |cn|2 <∞,∫
R
T˜ (x, y)ψ(y)dy =
∞∑
m,n=0
Tmnhm(x)
∫
R
hn(y)ψ(y)dy =
∞∑
m=0
hm(x)
∞∑
n=0
Tmncn = (Tψ)(x)
for almost all x ∈ R. Item (3) follows from
tr [TQ0(R)] =
∫
R
T˜ (r, r)dr, R ∈ B(R).
6That is, the series
∑∞
m,n=0m
2jn2k|Tmn|2 converge for all j, k ∈ N.
7Obviously, here we have chosen a representative of the equivalence class of kernels T˜ ; if one chooses another
representative then the results of this proposition holds only for almost all points.
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Since, for any f ∈ S(R2), the mapping r 7→ f(r, r) belongs to S(R), item (4) follows. Item (5)
is obvious and (6) is easy to see since Qθ(R) = e
iθNQ0(R)e
−iθN for all R ∈ B(R), θ ∈ R. Item
(7) is a standard result (see, e.g. prop. 4 of [2]) and (8) is proved in [2, prop. 2]. 
3. Results
In this section, we will find different connections between phase space observables EK , K ∈
T (H)+1 , and Eht, the observable associated with homodyne tomography. Our results are based
on the properties of the Radon transform R and on the Hilbert transform H which are shortly
introduced in the Appendix. The main mathematical results to be used are the convolution
theorem (3.8), Radon inversion theorem (3.10), and Plancherel formula (3.11).
3.1. Convolution theorem and Radon inversion theorem. Let T , K ∈ T (H). The
density of Z 7→ tr [TEK(Z)] at z1 = (q1 + ip1)/
√
2 ∈ C is
pTK(z1) := tr [TD(z1)KD(z1)
∗] = 4pi
∫
C
W T (z)WK(z − z1)d2z
= 2pi
∫∫
R2
W T (q, p)WK(q − q1, p− p1)dqdp = 2pi
∫∫
R2
W˜K(q1 − q, p1 − p)W T (q, p)dqdp
= 2pi(W T ∗ W˜K)(q1, p1) = 2pi(W˜K ∗W T )(q1, p1)
where W˜K(q, p) := WK(−q,−p). If W T and WK are integrable then it follows from proposition
2 of [2] that
(RW T )(θ, r) = pTht(θ, r)
for dθdr-almost all (θ, r), and similarly for WK . Moreover, one gets from the convolution
theorem (3.8) that
(3.1) (RpTK)(θ, r) = 2pi
∫
R
pTht(θ, s)p
K
ht(θ, s− r)ds
for dθdr-almost all (θ, r). Note that, formally, replacing pTK with W
T = 1
2pi
pT2Π (which is only a
quasiprobability distribution for non-Gaussian states) in the above equation, we get
(RW T )(θ, r) = pTht(θ, r) =
∫
R
pTht(θ, s)δ(s− r)ds
and p2Πht (θ, r) = δ(r) where δ(s − r)ds is the Dirac measure concentrated on r, so that, the
phase space pTK distribution is a kind of a ’smoothed version’ of quadature data (associated
with W T ).
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Keeping equation (3.1) in mind, one gets from Radon inversion theorem (3.10) that
(3.2) pTK =
1
2pi
R∗Λ (RpTK)︸ ︷︷ ︸
pTht, p
K
ht
if pTK is a Scwartz function.
8 Thus, the probability distribution pTK where T, K ∈ T S(H) ∩
T (H)+1 can be constructed by using homodyne tomography data for both T and K. Physically,
this means that to reconstruct the measurement outcome statistics pTK of an 8-port homodyne
detector, one needs to measure the statistics pTht and p
K
ht separately by using balanced homodyne
detection for quandratures, and then use formulas (3.1) and (3.2). In some cases, this could
be easier in the sense that, if one needs to prepare or measure the kernel state K, one can use
quadrature measurements (tomography) to get pKht (and find the state K if it is unknown a
priori). Then pTK can be obtained directly either by using 8-port detection (since K is known)
or by measuring pTht via quantum tomography. Since that p
T
K is (almost) symmetric in the
interchange of K and T , that is, pTK(z1) = p
K
T (−z1), mathematically, the signal state T and the
kernel state K are in the same role in 8-port homodyne detection.
3.2. Plancherel formula and Markov kernels. Let K ∈ T (H) be such that WK ∈ L1(R2)
and (q, p) ∈ R2, (q1, p1) ∈ R2, and θ ∈ [0, 2pi). If one denotes WKq1,p1(q, p) := WK(q− q1, p− p1)
and defines parameters a := q1 cos θ + p1 sin θ, b := −q1 sin θ + p1 cos θ, one gets
(RWKq1,p1)(θ, r) =
∫
R
WKq1,p1(r cos θ − t sin θ, r sin θ + t cos θ)dt
=
∫
R
WK(r cos θ − t sin θ − q1, r sin θ + t cos θ − q2)dt
=
∫
R
WK
(
(r − a) cos θ − (t− b) sin θ, (r − a) sin θ + (t− b) cos θ)d(t− b)
= (RWK)(θ, r − a) = (RWK)(θ, r − q1 cos θ − p1 sin θ)
= pKht(θ, r − q1 cos θ − p1 sin θ).
Assume then that K, T ∈ T S(H) and define MKq1,p1 := Λ(RWKq1,p1) (see, equation (3.9) in the
Appendix). Since
pTK(q1, p1) = 2pi
∫∫
R2
W T (q, p)WK(q − q1, p− p1)dqdp
8This holds, e.g., when T, K ∈ T S(H) since then pTK is a convolution of Schwartz functions WT and W˜K
and thus a Schwartz function (see, proposition 1).
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we get from Plancherel formula (3.11) that
pTK(q1, p1) =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
pTht(θ, r)M
K
q1,p1
(θ, r)dθdr.
Hence, for any Z ∈ B(R2),
tr [TEK(Z)] =
1
2pi
∫
Z
pTK(q1, p1)dq1dp1 =
1
2pi
∫
Z
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
MKq1,p1(θ, r)dtr [TEht(θ, r)]dq1dp1
If Z is compact, it follows from Fubini’s theorem, that one can change the order of the above
integrations and get for operator measures EK and Eht (by the density of T S(H) ⊂ T (H)) that
EK(Z) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
[
1
2pi
∫
Z
MKq1,p1(θ, r)dq1dp1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:MK(Z;θ,r)
dEht(θ, r) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
MK(Z; θ, r)dEht(θ, r)
(weakly) for all compact Z ⊂ R2, whereMK is a generalized Markov kernel.9 SinceMK is not
necessarily a nonnegative function (see examples 1 and 2), MK(Z; θ, r) is not true conditional
or transition probability. However, one could say that the measurement EK is subordinate to
the measurement Eht (see, [9]) or EK is a postprocessing of Eht.
Since pTK(q1, p1) =
∑∞
m,n=0Kmnp
T
|m〉〈n|(q1, p1) for all T ∈ T (H) (where the double series
converges absolutely) it follows that (weakly)∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
MK(Z; θ, r)dEht(θ, r) = EK(Z) =
∞∑
m,n=0
KmnE|m〉〈n|(Z)
=
∞∑
m,n=0
Kmn
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
M|m〉〈n|(Z; θ, r)dEht(θ, r)
for all compact Z ⊂ R2. Thus, one needs to find the density MKq1,p1(θ, r) of the Markov kernel
only in the case of K = |m〉〈n| where m, n ∈ N. Before doing that we study some properties
of the densities which are immediate from the definitions.
We notice that, when q1 = 0 = p1, one gets p
T
K(0, 0) = tr [TK] where T, K ∈ T (H). Thus,
if T, K ∈ T S(H),
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
MK0,0(θ, r)p
T
ht(θ, r)dθdr = tr [TK].
Especially, by choosing K = |m〉〈n|, m, n ∈ N, one recovers the matrix element Tnm from the
tomographic data pTht as follows:
Tnm =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (θ, r)p
T
ht(θ, r)dθdr
9Note that the effects EK(Z) of compact sets Z fully determine the POM EK , K ∈ T S(H) ∩ T (H)+1 .
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(see, section 5 of [14] and references therein). If T = |k〉〈l|, k, l ∈ N, then
Klk =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
MK0,0(θ, r)p
|k〉〈l|
ht (θ, r)dθdr =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
MK0,0(θ, r)e
i(l−k)θhl(r)hk(r)dθdr
since p
|k〉〈l|
ht (θ, r) = e
i(l−k)θhl(r)hk(r). Combining the above two results, we get the orthogonality
condition:
(3.3)
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (θ, r)e
i(l−k)θhl(r)hk(r)dθdr = δm,lδn,k
(where δm,l is the Kronecker delta). Next we calculate the structure of M
K
q1,p1
(θ, r) in the case
of K = |m〉〈n|.
Recall that MKq1,p1 = Λ(RW
K
q1,p1
) where (RWKq1,p1)(θ, r) = p
K
ht(θ, r−a) and a = q1 cos θ+p1 sin θ.
Since p
|m〉〈n|
ht (θ, r) = e
i(n−m)θhn(r)hm(r) one gets
(RW |m〉〈n|q1,p1 )(θ, r) = e
i(n−m)θhn(r − a)hm(r − a).
Since the Hilbert transform H is shift invariant and commutes with derivation (see Appendix)
one needs only to find H(hnhm).
Consider first the case n = m = 0 (i.e. the Husimi Q-function case where K = |0〉〈0|). Then
h0(x) =
1
4
√
pi
e−
1
2
x2 and h0(x)
2 =
1√
pi
e−x
2
.
Let daw(r) := e−r
2 ∫ r
0
ex
2
dx be the Dawson’s integral which is related to the imaginary error
function erfi in the obvious way (see, e.g. [1, 19]). The result of the next lemma is well-known
but, for completeness, we give an alternative proof for it.
Lemma 1. For all r ∈ R,
[H(h20)](r) =
2
pi
e−r
2
∫ r
0
ex
2
dx =
2
pi
daw(r) =
1√
pi
e−r
2
erfi(r).
Proof. Let
f(r) := [H(h20)](r) =
1
pi3/2
lim
→0+
∫
x∈R
|r−x|>
e−x
2
r − xdx.
Since
df(r)
dr
=
[
H
(
dh20
dx
)]
(r) =
1
pi3/2
lim
→0+
∫
x∈R
|r−x|>
−2xe−x2
r − x dx
=
2
pi3/2
[
lim
→0+
∫
x∈R
|r−x|>
(r − x)e−x2
r − x dx− lim→0+
∫
x∈R
|r−x|>
re−x
2
r − xdx
]
=
2
pi3/2
[∫
R
e−x
2
dx− r lim
→0+
∫
x∈R
|r−x|>
e−x
2
r − xdx
]
=
2
pi
− 2rf(r)
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and
d
dr
2
pi
daw(r) =
2
pi
− 2r 2
pi
daw(r)
it follows that
f(r) =
2
pi
daw(r) + ce−r
2
where c ∈ R. But
f(0) =
1
pi3/2
lim
→0+
∫
x∈R
|x|>
e−x
2
−x dx =
1
pi3/2
lim
→0+
∫ ∞

e−(−y)
2 − e−y2
y
dy = 0 = 0 + c
so that c = 0 and the lemma follows. 
Since (RW
|0〉〈0|
q1,p1 )(θ, r) = [h0(r−a)]2, (Λϕ)(θ, r) = pi ddr (Hϕθ)(r), and M |0〉〈0|q1,p1 = Λ(RW |0〉〈0|q1,p1 ), the
above lemma implies that
M |0〉〈0|q1,p1 (θ, r) = 2
∂
∂r
daw(r − q1 cos θ − p1 sin θ) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kk!
2k(2k)!
H2k(r − q1 cos θ − p1 sin θ)
is an analytic function vanishing at infinity r → ±∞ (see, lemma 1 of [11]). Moreover,
E|0〉〈0|(Z) =
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
[
1
2pi
∫
Z
M |0〉〈0|q1,p1 (θ, r)dq1dp1
]
dEht(θ, r)
(see a direct verification from [13]). Next we consider the general case when K = |m〉〈n| where
m, n ∈ N.
Proposition 2. For all r ∈ R,
[H(hnhm)](r) =
(−1)n+m
pi
√
n!m!
2n+m
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!
dn+m−2v(2daw(r))
drn+m−2v
Proof. By the Feldheim’s identity [7, eq. (1.4)]
Hn(r)Hm(r) = n!m!
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!Hn+m−2v(r)
and Rodrigue’s formula
Hk(r) = (−1)ker2 d
ke−r
2
drk
one can write
hn(r)hm(r) =
1√
2n+mn!m!pi
Hn(r)Hm(r)e
−r2
=
n!m!√
2n+mn!m!pi
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!Hn+m−2v(r)e
−r2
=
1√
pi
√
n!m!
2n+m
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!(−1)
n+m−2v d
n+m−2ve−r
2
drn+m−2v
.
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Since e−r
2
=
√
pi h0(r)
2 and H commutes with derivation, one gets
H(hnhm) = (−1)n+m
√
n!m!
2n+m
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!
dn+m−2vH(h20)
drn+m−2v
and the proposition follows from lemma 1. 
For any smooth function f : R→ R we let f (s) denote the sth derivative function of f (and
f (0) := f). Let Y := 2 daw(1). As shown in the Appendix of [11], for all p ∈ N,
Y (2p)(r) = (−1)p2p
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(k + p)!
2k(2k)!
H2k(r),(3.4)
Y (2p+1)(r) = (−1)p+12p
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(k + p+ 1)!
2k(2k + 1)!
H2k+1(r)(3.5)
for all r ∈ R. Finally, we are ready to calculate the density M |m〉〈n|q1,p1 of the kernel associated
with |m〉〈n|: from the previous proposition one gets
M |m〉〈n|q1,p1 (θ, r) = pie
i(n−m)θ ∂[H(hnhm)](r − a)
∂r
= ei(n−m)θ(−1)n+m
√
n!m!
2n+m
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!Y
(n+m−2v)(r − a)(3.6)
where a = q1 cos θ + p1 sin θ. Immediately one sees that R 3 r 7→ M |m〉〈n|0,0 (0, r) ∈ R is analytic
and vanishes at infinity r → ±∞. Moreover,
M |m〉〈n|q1,p1 (θ, r) = e
i(n−m)θM |m〉〈n|0,0 (0, r − q1 cos θ − p1 sin θ) = M |n〉〈m|q1,p1 (θ, r)
and the orthogonality relation (3.3) reduces to∫
R
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (0, r)hl(r)hk(r)dr
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
ei(l−m−k+n)θdθ︸ ︷︷ ︸
= δl−m−k+n,0
= δm,lδn,k.
Obviously, without restricting generality, we may assume that θ = 0, q1 = 0, and p1 = 0 in the
next theorem:
Theorem 1. If n+m is even, then
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (0, r) =
(−1)(n+m)/2√
n!m!
∞∑
k=(n+m)/2
(−1)k
2k(2k)!
(
k + 1
2
(n−m))! (k + 1
2
(m− n))!(
k − 1
2
(n+m)
)
!
H2k(r),
and if n+m is odd, then
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (0, r) =
(−1)(n+m−1)/2√
2n!m!
∞∑
k=(n+m−1)/2
(−1)k
2k(2k + 1)!
(
k + 1
2
(n−m+ 1))! (k + 1
2
(m− n+ 1))!(
k − 1
2
(n+m− 1))! H2k+1(r)
for all r ∈ R.
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Proof. Suppose that n + m is even so that one can write n + m = 2l where l ∈ N. Then from
equations (3.6) and (3.4) one gets
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (0, r) = (−1)n+m
√
n!m!
2n+m
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!Y
(n+m−2v)(r)
=
√
n!m!
2l
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!(−1)
l−v2l−v
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k(k + l − v)!
2k(2k)!
H2k(r)
=
√
n!m!
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
2k(2k)!
H2k(r)
min{n,m}∑
v=0
(−1)l−v(k + l − v)!
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!
=
√
n!m!(−1)l
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
2k(2k)!
H2k(r)
(k + l −m)!
n!
min{n,m}∑
v=0
(−1)v
(
n
v
)(
k + l − v
m− v
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
= (k+l−nm ) (see eq. (5) of [18] in p. 8)
=
√
n!m!(−1)l
∞∑
k=l
(−1)k
2k(2k)!
H2k(r)
(k + l −m)!(k + l − n)!
n!m!(k + l − n−m)!
=
(−1)l√
n!m!
∞∑
k=l
(−1)k
2k(2k)!
(k + l −m)!(k + l − n)!
(k + l − n−m)! H2k(r)
and the first equation follows by substituting l = (n+m)/2 into the above equation.
Similarly, if n+m = 2l + 1, l ∈ N, then from (3.6) and (3.5) it follows that
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (0, r) = (−1)n+m
√
n!m!
2n+m
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!Y
(n+m−2v)(r)
=
√
n!m!
2
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
2k(2k + 1)!
H2k+1(r)
min{n,m}∑
v=0
(−1)l−v(k + l − v + 1)!
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!
=
√
n!m!
2
(−1)l
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
2k(2k + 1)!
H2k+1(r)
(k + 1 + l −m)!
n!
(
k + 1 + l − n
m
)
=
(−1)l√
2n!m!
∞∑
k=l
(−1)k
2k(2k + 1)!
(k + 1 + l −m)!(k + 1 + l − n)!
(k + 1 + l − n−m)! H2k+1(r)
and the second equation has been proved. 
Remark 1. Since Y is an analytic function (see, eq. (A.6) of [11]) one sees from equation (3.6)
that r 7→ M |m〉〈n|0,0 (0, r) is an analytic function. Indeed, its Maclaurin series is easy to compute
by using the series
(3.7) Y (r) = 2
∞∑
u=0
(−1)uu!
(2u)!
(2r)2u
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which implies that, for all p ∈ N,
Y (p)(r) = 2
∑
u∈N
u≥p/2
(−1)uu!
(2u− p)!2
2ur2u−p.
For example, if n+m = 2l, l ∈ N, one gets
M
|m〉〈n|
0,0 (0, r) = (−1)n+m
√
n!m!
2n+m
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!Y
(n+m−2v)(r)
=
√
n!m!
22l
min{n,m}∑
v=0
2v
v!(n− v)!(m− v)!2
∞∑
u=l−v
(−1)uu!
(2u− 2l + 2v)!2
2ur2(u−l+v)
=
t=u−l+v 2
√
n!m!
∞∑
t=0
(−1)t(2r)2t
(2t)!
min{n,m}∑
v=0
(−2)l−v(l − v + t)!
v!(n− v)!(m− v)! .
3.3. Examples.
Example 1. Let us consider the case when K = |ψ〉〈ψ| where ψ is a Schro¨dinger cat state:
ψ =
1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉).
From (3.6) we get M
|0〉〈0|
0,0 (θ, r) = Y (r), M
|0〉〈1|
0,0 (θ, r) = −eiθY (1)(r)/
√
2, and M
|1〉〈1|
0,0 (θ, r) =
Y (r) + Y (2)(r)/2, so that
M
|ψ〉〈ψ|
0,0 (θ, r) = Y (r)−
1√
2
Y (1)(r) cos θ +
1
4
Y (2)(r)
= 2(r +
√
2 cos θ)
[
r + (1− 2r2)daw(r)].
The function [0, pi)×R 3 (θ, r) 7→M |ψ〉〈ψ|0,0 (θ, r) ∈ R is plotted in the next picture by interpreting
(θ, r) as the polar coordinates of R2.
Example 2. In this example, we study the Cahill-Glauber s-parametrized quasiprobability
distributions [5]. Instead of using s as a parameter, we define λ := (s+ 1)/(s− 1) and assume
that λ ∈ [−1, 1) (that is, s = (λ+1)/(λ−1) ∈ (−∞, 0]). Let T ∈ T (H). Now the s-distribution
is pTKλ where the kernel Kλ := (1−λ)
∑∞
n=0 λ
n|n〉〈n| [5, eq. (6.23)]. Note that Kλ ∈ T S(H) only
when λ ∈ (−1, 1), and then trKλ = 1. For λ = 0 (and s = −1), K0 = |0〉〈0|, and pTK0 is the
Husimi Q-function. When λ = −1 (and s = 0) we have K−1 = 2Π and pTK−1 = pT2Π = 2piW T .
Note that, for λ ∈ (−1, 1), one can define an operator measure EKλ and calculate MKλ0,0 (θ, r) as
before, but when λ = −1 the corresponding EK−1 is only a generalized operator measure, that
is, a sesquilinear form valued measure [16]. Hence, we assume that λ ∈ (−1, 1) and finally take
the limit λ→ −1.
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Figure 1. The density M
|ψ〉〈ψ|
0,0 (θ, r) of the generalized Markov kernel in the case
of a Schro¨dinger cat state ψ = 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉).
By theorem 1, one sees that
MKλ0,0 (θ, r) = (1− λ)
∞∑
n=0
λnM
|n〉〈n|
0,0 (θ, r) = (1− λ)
∞∑
n=0
(−λ)n
n!
∞∑
k=n
(−1)k
2k(2k)!
(k!)2
(k − n)!H2k(r)
= (1− λ)
∞∑
k=0
(−1)kk!
2k(2k)!
H2k(r)
k∑
n=0
(−λ)nk!
n!(k − n)!︸ ︷︷ ︸
= (1−λ)k
= (1− λ)
∞∑
k=0
(λ− 1)kk!
2k(2k)!
H2k(r).
It is easy to calculate the Maclaurin series of r 7→MKλ0,0 (θ, r) (see eq. (A.1) and the text above
eq. (A.6) of [11]): we get
MKλ0,0 (θ, r) = 2
∞∑
u=0
(−1)uu!(2r)2u
(2u)!
(
1− λ
1 + λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−1/s
)u+1
.
From equation (3.7) one sees that
MKλ0,0 (θ, r) = −
1
s
Y (r/
√−s) = −1
s
M
|0〉〈0|
0,0 (θ, r/
√−s).
When λ→ −1, s→ 0,
MKλ0,0 (θ, 0) = −
1
s
Y (0) =
2
−s →∞
so that the density of the Markov kernel is not defined in the Wigner function limit, as expected.
Note that MKλ0,0 does not define the Dirac δ-distribution in the limit (even though it is an
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increasing peak, see the next picture), since
∫
R Y (r)dr = 0 implies that∫
R
MKλ0,0 (θ, r)dr = 0
for all λ ∈ (−1, 1). However, for any (q1, p1) ∈ R2 one gets
2piW T (q1, p1) = p
T
K−1(q1, p1) = limλ→−1+
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
∫
R
MKλq1,p1(θ, r)p
T
ht(θ, r)dθdr
but cannot change the order of taking the limit and integration.
-2 -1 1 2
-1
1
2
3
4
Figure 2. The density r 7→MKλ0,0 (θ, r) of the generalized Markov kernel (for all
θ ∈ [0, 2pi)). The higher curve corresponds to the case s = −1
2
and for the lower
curve s = −1.
Example 3. In this example, we show that the generalized Markov kernel does not exist for all
states. Choose Kη = |η〉〈η| where η = χ[0,1] ∈ L2(R) (the characteristic function of [0, 1]) is a
unit vector. The first observations are that Kη /∈ T S(H) and the Wigner function WKη of Kη is
not integrable. Thus, the equation (RWKη)(θ, r) = p
Kη
ht (θ, r) is not necessarily valid. However,
we can calculate p
Kη
ht (θ, r). For example, p
Kη
ht (0, r) = [χ[0,1](r)]
2 = χ[0,1](r). Although the Radon
inversion theorem and Plancherel formula obviously fail, we can try to derive M
Kη
q1,p1(θ, r) as
before we did for T S(H)-kernels. But now dχ[0,1](x)/dx = δ(x)− δ(x− 1) must be understood
as a (tempered) distribution and a formal calculation shows that
M
Kη
0,0 (0, r) = pi
(
H
dχ[0,1]
dx
)
(r) =
1
r
− 1
r − 1
which is singular at r = 0 and r = 1. On the other hand,
pi(Hχ[0,1])(r) = ln
∣∣∣∣ rr − 1
∣∣∣∣
and a we get the same result:
M
Kη
0,0 (0, r) =
d
dr
ln
∣∣∣∣ rr − 1
∣∣∣∣ = 1r − 1r − 1 .
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It is interesting to note that EKη is not informationally complete, since the support of
(q, p) 7→ tr [KηD(q, p)] = 〈η|D(q, p)η〉 = e−iqp/2
∫ 1
0
eipxχ[0,1](x− q)dx
is not the whole R2 [3, 12]. It is an open question how the informationally completeness of a
phase space observable EK is connected with the existence of the generalized Markov kernel
MK .
Appendix: Radon and Hilbert transforms
The basic properties of the Radon and Hilbert transforms, R and H, respectively, are collected
in this Appendix. There is plenty of literature on these transforms. For example, [8] and
[6] essentially contain the results for R whereas [4] and [15] are good references for H. The
elementary results of this Appendix which are easy to prove (e.g., by changing integration
variables and by using Fubini’s theorem), are denoted by (?).
Let P2 be the set of straight lines in R2. Any line ξ(θ, r) := {(x, y) ∈ R2 |x cos θ+y sin θ = r}
can be parametrized with two real numbers θ ∈ [0, 2pi) and r ∈ R, and P2 becomes a smooth
two-dimensional manifold. Since ξ(−θ,−r) = ξ(θ, r), P2 has a double covering S1 × R → P2
where S1 is the unit circle {(cos θ, sin θ) ∈ R2 | θ ∈ [0, 2pi)}. An unambiguous parametrization
of P2 is then given with the same parameters as above but restricting their domains to be
either θ ∈ [0, pi) and r ∈ R, or θ ∈ [0, 2pi) and r ≥ 0. From now on we use the double
covering space S1×R instead of P2 and, for example, identify functions P2 → C with functions
f : [0, 2pi) × R → C with the property f(−θ,−r) = f(θ, r) for all θ ∈ [0, 2pi) and r ∈ R.
Moreover, without any further mention, we equip S1 × R with the measure (2pi)−1dθ dr.
Let S(P2) rapidly decreasing smooth functions P2 → C (obviously in the direction of growing
r). Let SH(P2) consist of functions ϕ ∈ S(P2) such that, for all k ∈ Z+, the mapping θ 7→∫
R ϕ(θ, r)r
kdr is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k with respect to ’variables’ cos θ and
sin θ.
The Radon transformation is a continuous (?) linear mapping R : L1(R2)→ L1(S1×R) given
by
(Rf)(θ, r) :=
∫
R
f(r cos θ − t sin θ, r sin θ + t cos θ)dt
for dθdr-almost all (θ, r); here we consider the above L1-spaces as Banach spaces equipped with
the stardard L1-norms. We have the following Schwartz theorem [8, theorem 2.4]:
R|S(R2) : S(R2)→ SH(P2) is bijective.
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The operator R has an adjoint operator, the so-called backprojection operator, R∗ defined as
(R∗ϕ)(x, y) :=
∫ 2pi
0
ϕ(θ, x cos θ + y sin θ)
dθ
2pi
where, e.g., ϕ ∈ L1(S1 × R). Indeed, for suitable classes of functions f : R2 → C and
ϕ : S1 × R→ C one can easily verify (?) that 〈Rf |ϕ〉L2(S1×R) = 〈f |R∗ϕ〉L2(R2).
Let f, g ∈ L1(R2), and define the convolution f ∗ g ∈ L1(R2) as
(f ∗ g)(x, y) :=
∫∫
R2
f(x− t, y − u)g(t, u)dtdu.
We have the following convolution theorem (?):
(3.8) [R(f ∗ g)](θ, r) =
∫
R
(Rf)(θ, r − s)(Rg)(θ, s)ds.
Define the Hilbert transform H which is a bounded linear operator on L2(R) given by
(Hψ)(r) :=
1
pi
lim
→0+
∫
x∈R
|r−x|>
ψ(x)
r − xdx = −
1
pi
lim
→0+
∫ ∞

ψ(r + y)− ψ(r − y)
y
dy
for almost all r ∈ R and the above limit exists also in the L2-norm [4, theorem 8.1.7].10 The
Hilbert transform has the following properties:
(1) H is shift invariant (?), that is,
(Hψa)(r) = (Hψ)(r − a), a, r ∈ R,
where ψ ∈ L2(R) and ψa(x) := ψ(x− a) for all x ∈ R.
(2) H commutes with derivation [4, prop. 8.3.7], that is,
H
(
dψ
dx
)
=
dHψ
dr
,
where ψ ∈ L2(R) is absolutely continuous and dψ/dx ∈ L2(R) (that is, when ψ belong
to the domain of the momentum operator P ).
For any ϕ ∈ SH(P2) define ϕθ(x) := ϕ(θ, x) and
(3.9) (Λϕ)(θ, r) := piH
(
dϕθ
dx
)
(r) = lim
→0+
∫
x∈R
|r−x|>
1
r − x
∂ϕ(θ, x)
∂x
dx = pi
d
dr
(Hϕθ)(r).
We have the Radon inversion theorem [8, theorem 3.6]: for all f ∈ S(R2),
(3.10) f =
1
2pi
R∗ΛRf,
10 Note that some authors multiply H by the imaginary unit i in the definition of the Hilbert transform to
get a self-adjoint operator.
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which implies the following Plancherel formula:∫∫
R2
f(x, y)g(x, y)dxdy = 〈f |g〉L2(R2) = 1
2pi
〈f |R∗ΛRg〉L2(R2) = 1
2pi
〈Rf |ΛRg〉L2(S1×R)
=
1
4pi2
∫
R
∫ 2pi
0
(Rf)(θ, r)(ΛRg)(θ, r)dθdr(3.11)
for all f, g ∈ S(R2).
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